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Step 1: Cut & Reserve Border 1 Strips
Fabric 11. Cut the following strips and reserve for Clue 8:
• From each of two narrow stripes, cut one piece measuring 56".
• From each of the two remaining narrow stripes, cut two pieces each measuring 30" (for a total of four.)

Step 2: Cut Fabric for Large Points
a) Using Template G, cut six pieces from the following fabric, with the template grainline arrow positioned as indicated:
Green Only - Fabric 2; arrow runs on the crosswise grain.
Mauve Only - Fabric 3; arrow runs on the crosswise grain.
Teal & Blue - Fabric 10; arrow runs on the lengthwise grain.

b) Fabric 11. Using Template B/Br, cut a total of six identical regular and six identical reversed pieces from the remaining
narrow stripe fabric, positioning the template vertically on the stripe as shown below. Note that the area within the dotted line
is the finished portion of the piece. Be sure to position the dotted line below the grainline arrow just outside the outer edge of
the stripe. The dotted line above is just beyond a line within the stripe. (If necessary, refer back to Clue 2 for a refresher on
cutting identical regular and reversed pieces.)

For all pieces, transfer the seam intersection dots from the templates to the wrong side of the fabric.

Kyoto - 2018 Mystery Quilt - Clue 4

Video Lesson
Jinny demonstrates the sewing techniques from this month’s clue at:
www.jinnybeyer.com/info/kyoto2018

Positioning Template B/Br to cut a regular piece

The regular B piece as cut, including seam allowance

The reversed B piece as cut, including seam allowance
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This diagram shows the pieces
including seam allowances.

Step 3: Make the Large Points
a) Pin a Br to a G, matching the dots. Starting at the dot at the point of the triangle, sew the
two pieces together, sewing past the dots at the base of the triangle. Repeat using the B piece.

Lastly, pin the angled edges of the B and Br pieces together, carefully matching the dots and
the fabric design. Sew from the inside dot to beyond the dots at the tip.

Repeat to make six. Press.


